In [12] J. Moser gives a rather general method for the construction of solutions of nonlinear differential equations whose linearizations lose derivatives. His result is similar to that first formulated by J. Nash in [12] in connection with the isometric embedding of Riemannian manifolds. The recent progress in the theory of pseudocomplex structures has further emphasized the importance of the Nash-Moser technique. Various generalizations of this approach have been successfully used by R. Hamilton for the study of certain nonlinear complexes of partial differential operators (cf. [2] ). Hamilton's version of a Nash-Moser-type inverse function theorem has enabled M. Kuranishi to construct a finite-dimensional universal family of deformations of pseudo-complex structures on a strongly pseudoconvex pseudo-complex compact manifold (cf. [10] ).
One distinctive feature of the nonlinear problems which appear in the areas mentioned so far is that they are free of boundary conditions, although, as it has been demonstrated by R. Hamilton, the construction of inverses of the linearizations is very often achieved by considering linear boundary value problems. For example, the deformation theory developed by M. Kuranishi in [10] takes place on a compact C°° manifold M Q which is the boundary of a complex manifold M. Hence the relevant nonlinear systems of partial differential equations naturally have no boundary conditions imposed on them. On the other hand, it is shown in [2] that if H\M, T') = 0, where T' is the holomorphic tangent bundle, and the Levi form on M o never has exactly one negative eigenvalue, then for any complex structure M ω on M sufficiently close to the given structure one can find a C°° diffeomorphism / of M into the ambient manifold Λf' so that /: M ω -• M' is complex analytic. Here ω is a (0,1) T'-valued C°° form on the closure M. This shows that every sufficiently small complex structure on M can be obtained by wigging M o into M'. If, in terms of local coordinates z = (z\ , z % ) we write /: MyM' as f(z) = (/'(*), , /•(*)) and set df= (3/ β /3* / W* , df= (df a /dz^a J^nf then th corresponding nonlinear problem can be stated as follows: given an integrable form ω find a diffeomorphism / such that ω = (9/)" 1 9/. Except for the fact that / is required to smooth up to M Q , there are no other boundary conditions imposed on the solution of this nonlinear system.
In [3] the author considered the following question: Is it possible to extend every small deformation of M o to a complex structure on Ml This means that one has to solve the nonlinear system dω - [ω, ω] = 0 where the solution ω must satisfy some prescribed conditions on M o . Here 9 is the exterior differentiation operator with respect to conjugates of holomorphic coordinates and [, ] is the Poisson bracket.
The main result appears in § 1. As an application, in § 2 we solve the system •<*> -3*[α>, α>] = /-Hf, t(ω) = <p, ί(9*ω) = ψ, Hω = 0 where /, φ, ψ are given T'-valued C°°(0,1) forms with sufficiently small Sobolev A -norms for some positive integer fc, 9* is the adjoint of 9 with respect to some hermitian metric on M\ Π -99* +
d*d, t(ω) is the complex tangential part of i*ω (i:M 0 -*M
f is the given embedding and H is the projection on the space of harmonic forms satisfying t(ω) = 0). The first important implication of the solvability of this system is an alternate method of deriving the extension problem for CR structures. A new feature of this approach is the fact that one can extend to a complex structure represented by a form ω for which Hω = d*ω = 0. That makes the extension of a small deformation of M o unique and part of the universal family for the set of all small deformations of a manifold with boundary (cf. [6] ).
The second implication is the solvability of the system o) -Nd* [ω, ω] = ψ, ί(α>) = t(φ) = 0, where ψ is given and N is the dual Neumann operator. In the case of compact manifolds without boundary Kuranishi [10] has already demonstrated the importance of this system (with N replaced by the classical Green's operator) in deformation theory. The fact that one can also solve it for manifolds with boundary under appropriate assumptions on the eigenvalues of the Levi form is crucial (as in Kuranishi's case) to the construction of universal families of complex structures on M which have Af 0 fixed. The general theory of such deformations will be treated in a future publication.
It is worth noting that the theorem in § 1 is also applicable to nonlinear problems which have already been treated by Hamilton and Kuranishi (cf. [1] and [10] ). As an example, we prove Hamilton's theorem in § 2.
The linearization at ω of the operator Qa> -d* [ω, ω] is Jϊfu = \Z\u -2d* [<#, u] . One has to solve the linear boundary value problem <g>u -g -Hg, t(u) -tφ*u) = 0 with the appropriate estimate on u (cf., (1.6) of this paper) in order to apply the general theorem of § 1. This problem is very similar to the elliptic noncoercive linear boundary value problems considered by J. J. Kohn and L Nirenberg in [8] . The difference is that £f -£f * is no longer an operator of order lower than the order of £f. In § 3 we show that this type of system can also be handled by the Kohn-Nirenberg methods.
I would like to thank Professors M. Kuranishi, H. L. Royden, and M. M. Schiffer for their interest in this work and for the great number of valuable discussions I had with them. 1* The main result* Let E and F be graded Frechet spaces with fundamental systems of norms which will be denoted by || || 5 , s 6 Z + , for both E and F. Here Z + is the set of positive integers. For 8 ^ r we have || || β Ξ> || || r . We assume that for each real positive number t there are smoothing operators on E and F denoted by the same symbol S(t), i.e., S(t):E->E is an endomorphism such that for r <; s there exists a constant c SiT > 0 for which the following inequalities hold for all x e E:
If M is a compact manifold (with or without boundary) and V is a vector bundle over M with a metric along the fibers, then the space of C°° sections of V over M is an example of such a Frechet space where || || s is the Sobolev s-norm. In this case the smoothing operators were first introduced by J. Nash in [11] : if veC™(R m ), then where χ(y) is a function whose Fourier transform χ(ξ) is identically equal to one for \ξ\ < 1/2 and identically equal to zero for \ξ\ > 1. for all s and k with 2fc > s + g. REMARK 1.1. It is easy to see that (1.3)-(1.6) are based on properties satisfied by nonlinear partial differential operators. In this case m serves as a bound on the order of G and the number of derivatives lost by the solutions of the corresponding linearized differential equation; q is the dimension of the manifold over which G is defined, 1 = 2 and k is chosen so large that one can use the Sobolev inequalities. Condition (1.3) in the general case of Frechet spaces is the definition of a tame map. This concept has been introduced by R. Hamilton. Proof. We will construct w as the limit of a sequence x ot x ί9 , x n9 of approximate solutions. Let t 0 > 1, t 19 , t n , be a sequence of real numbers defined by t n+1 = tj, max {1,1 -1, d) < δ < I. Let t Q be so large that \\z\\ λ+k ^ ti
<X^X 0 <k-m-q. The choice of λ 0 will be specified later.
Set x 0 = z. Assume that x 09 x 19 , x n have been determined in such a way that the following conditions hold for p ^ n:
(1.9) x p = x p _ γ + y p^ where y p _ x e B is the solution of (1.6) with
For p = 0 (1.7) and (1.8) are satisfied by the choice of # 0 and t 0 and (1.9) is vacuous. Let y n eB be the solution of (1.6) with x = S(t n+1 )x n and let x w+1 = # w + #". Observe that x p -x o eB for all p <^ w + 1. We proceed to verify (1.7) and (1.8) for p = n + 1.
From ( 
\\G(S(t)x)\\ k+m^\ \S(t)G(S(t)x)\\ k+m + \\G(S(t)x) -S(t)G(S(t)x)\\
Then for some constant c k and for λ between v and λ 0 (1.2), (1.3), (1.6), (1.7), (1.8) , (1.10) , and (1.11) imply the inequality IK+i -&nll* = WvΛV r = max (2, d) .
We observe that in order to apply (1.7) λ must satisfy v < λ + τm ^ λ 0 .
On the other hand, if eί stands for various constants depending on &, we obtain from (1.2), (1.4) (with s = k -m, x = ^(ίjίc^.! + y n _ lf / = x,,.! -S{t n )x n^> (1.5) (with the same data), (1.7) and (1.8) the estimate 110 GARO K. KIREMIDJIAN (1.13) Again by (1.4) with s = k -m, a? = S(t n )x n _ lf y = ^/ % _ i and by (1.9) we have Another application of (1.4) and (1.5) with s = k -m, x -x n _ t and y = # % _i -S>(ί n )fc»-i together with (1.2) and (1.7) implies that one can estimate the first term of the right-hand side of (1.14) by t-'ti-, since t~ut ι n U = t~ι^-m ^ fci'r 1 " = t'Ψ^. By combining (1.12), (1.13), and (1.14) we obtain the inequality
We set ε p = t$\\x p -^2,_ 1 || fc for p ^ n + 1 where the number μ will be determined below. Then (1.15) becomes
We first choose μ so that τmδ + (β -l)μ ^ 0. This can be done since δ < I. With the choice of μ we can choose λ in such a way that (τm + μ)<5 -δ~\δ -l)λ ^ -1. We observe that λ and μ do not depend on k. So if k is sufficiently large we still have λ 0 < k -m -q. Let c k > max {1, c' k ) and let p = (1 -Z)" 1 . It is clear from (1.12) We further claim that (1.19). and (1.20) . imply (1.19) . +1 . We again use (1.3) to estimate x %+1 -x n = ^/ % . This gives (1.22) with 2s -7 replaced by s + 1 and j by n + 1. An application of (1.11) (k,a) exists and (1.20), shows that G(w) = 0. By construction w -zeB. REMARK 1.2. As we shall see in the next section it is sometimes necessary to replace (1.6) by a condition which only gives the existence of a suitable approximate solution of the linearized problem.
Suppose that in addition to (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5) we also assume that the following condition holds: (1.6') There is a subspace BaE such that for all xe U(s lf a) there Then the conclusion of Theorem 1 is still valid. This can be easily seen as follows.
First of all, \\G(x n )\\ k _ m £ t~l μ for all n. For n = 0 this is true if 11 £(&)!!* is sufficiently small. Assume that the claim holds for n. From (1.13) and (1.14) we obtain
(Observe that the verification of (1.8) remains the same as before.)
we have the estimate (1.7), and (1.8) it follows that for some constant (denoted again by c k )
Here we have also used the induction hypothesis. Since we are free to choose λ to be larger than μ (more precisely, (<5 -l)λ ^ ϊλ) we get
Note that (1.25) can be derived with k replaced by k + m and tΓ+i by tT +1 . Hence (1.26) \\y n \\ k ^ const. tT + \t^ .
Combining (1.24), (1.25) , and (1.26) we obtain from some constant c k Now the right-hand side can be dominated by £~j? if t 0 is sufficiently large and μ is chosen so that Pμ -2ml 2 -1 ^ δlμ. This can be done since d < I.
The rest of the proof remains unchanged. We note that in (1.6)' the power does note have to be I but just any K > max {1,1 -1, d}. Then all that has to be done is to construct the sequence t 0 , t lf , t nf with max {1, I -1, d} < δ < min {/r, I}. (M, T') , β e C p > g -\M, T), and 3 is the exterior differentiation operator with respect to the conjugates of the local holomorphic coordinates. Let i: M o -> M' be the embedding of M o . Then t(w) = i*a is the complex tangential part of ω and we set v(ω) = i*β 9 We now make the following assumption: (2.1) For q < n and for each x e M o the Levi form either has q positive eigenvalues or n -q + 1 negative eigenvalues.
Let 3* be the adjoint of 3 with respect to an inner product given by some hermitian metric g on M\ Then the space £ίf All of the above statements follow from the dual 3-Neumann problem (cf., [6] and [8] ). We recall that the 3-Neumann problem asks for the existence of an operator N satisfying the boundary conditions v(ω) -vφω) = 0. Duality is obtained by considering
where T* is the holomorphic cotangent bundle, * is the Hodge star-operator, and if (g a -β ) are the components of g and (α) (M, T r ) . One can then consider the following nonlinear problem: given /eC M (M, T') and C°° forms φ and f of type (0,1) 6 and (0, 0) δ , resp., find ωeC^\M f T) such that
The purpose of this section is to establish the existence of such a solution ω provided /, φ, and ψ are sufficiently small in some Sobolev /c-norm.
We will first show that given φ and ψ there exists ώ with Hώ = 0 for which the boundary conditions are satisfied. Let θ ί e C 0Λ (M, T) be such that t(βύ = φ. Moreover, θ x can be chosen so that l|0i|| fc^ const. \φ\ h where || || fc and | | fc are the Sobolev Λ-norms over M and M 09 resp. Next, let θ 2 be such that d*θ 2 = -3*^ with t(ί 2 ) = 0. Thus # 3 = 0 X + 0 2 has the property 3*0 3 = 0 and £(0 8 ) = φ. Now 0 = dNΘ 5 is a form of type (0,2) for which d*θ = 0 3 , i.e., t(3*0) = <p. Furthermore, the same arguments used for finding θ 3 show that there is ψ e C°>°(M, T) with 3*^ = 0 and t(φ) = ^. Then 7 = 3iVf is such that 3*7 = ψ and ί(τ) = 0. Now ώ = 3*0 + 3iSΓψ has the required properties. Moreover, the construction and the inequality \\Nu\\ s+1 <; const. ||^|| s for each real s imply that if φ and ψ are small in | l^+i-norm, then ώ is small in || || fc -norm.
We are now in a position to apply the theorem of the preceding
, α>] -/ (we have assumed Hf -0). Since G is a differential operator (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5) are obviously satisfied.
This follows from the properties of the Poisson bracket. The equation Π^ ~ 23*[α), u] -w (and more general type of equations) will be studied in § 3. It follows from Theorem 3.5 that if for some sufficiently large integer keZ + \\ω\\ k is sufficiently small, then for each w with Hw = 0 there exists a unique ueB with ||i*|| βĈ s (\\w\\ s +\\ω\\ k+s \\w\\ 0 ) where C s is a polynomial of ||'α).||* +β . This establishes (1.6) . Having in mind the discussion in § 3, it is worthwhile to observe that if Q (u, v) (2.2) and the fact that [ω, u] contains only the 3/32'-derivatives of u we have for some constants C x > 0, C 2 > 0
Hence there exists ω e C°' q (M, T r ) such that G(ω) = 0 and ω -ώeB, i.e., ω is a solution of (2.3). The proof of the theorem of the preceding section also shows that \\(θ\\ k is small if ώ is small in the || |( fc -norm. With the aid of this fact we can conclude that the solution ω is also unique. Indeed, if ω λ and ω 2 are two solutions of (2.3), then for θ = ω ι -ω 2 we have •# == d* ([θ, ωj + [ω 2 , θ] We now give some geometric applications of (2.3). First we recall some of the basic facts of deformation theory (cf. We will refer to integrable Γ'j's as deformations of M. The term "small deformation" will be used if ω has a sufficiently small Sobolev knorm for some keZ + . There are similar facts for pseudo-complex or Cauchy-Riemann (or, simply, CR) structures on M o (cf. [3] and [9] ).
An almost CR structure on M o is given by a C 00 subbundle E"a CTM 0 of complex fiber dimension n -1 such that E' Π E" = {0}, E f = E". As before, E" is and ( 
In this case CTM 0 = °T'@°T"@CF
where CF is the complexification of some one-dimensional real subbundle of TM 0 . By normalization we may assume that CF is generated by a purely imaginary vector field P = P'~ P", P" = P', P' = Σ/ P j d/dz j and P\h) = P"(h) = 1, i.e., if hj = dh/dz*, then Σi P*K m = l There is also a C°° bundle isomorphism τ: TI Mo -° T f 0 CF. We say that E" is of finite distance from °Γ if π":E"-+°T" is an isomorphism where π":CTM Q~>°T The extension problem discussed in [3] is the converse of the above statement for small deformations: if °T" represents a small deformation of M o find ω e C°'\M, T) such that T'L is integrable and (2.5) holds. We will now indicate how (2.3) can be applied to this problem. Let 9f be the set of all C°° (T'\Λf o )-valued forms φ of type (0, 1) 6 such that Σt 9>% -0 We list the following facts which have already been established in [3] and [4] .
(i) Every CR structure °*T" can be extended to a complex structure T'J on a neighborhood ^V of M o (see also [1] ), and there exists an embedding /: M o -* ^4^ such that for the pull-back (under /) °r; of the CR structure [T' θ '\f (M 0 
This means that after "wiggling" M o in a neighborhood in M' every CR structure is equivalent to one represented by a form in the set ^ (cf. [4]).
(ii) If ω e C 0 '\M t T) and φ e <if are any forms (not necessarily representing integrable almost complex and CR structures), then (2.5) 
holds if and only if t(ω) -φ. Furthermore, if t(ω) = <p, then t(Ω) = 0 if and only if Φ = 0 (cf. [3]).
Hence (i) and (ii) show that the extension problem for small deformations of the CR structure on M o reduces to solving the following first-order nonlinear system:
(compatibility condition).
By setting / = 0, ψ -0 in (2.3) we find that if φ is sufficiently small in some Sobolev Λ-norm for a sufficiently large integer k, then there is a unique ω e C If, in addition to (2.1) with q = 2, we also assume that J^7 0 ' 2 = H\M, Γ'* (x) K) = 0 (the section cohomology group with coefficients in the sheaf of germs of holomorphic sections of the bundle T"* ®K, K the canonical bundle of M), then the basic estimate (2.2) and ||fl|| ^ const. (||3β|| 2 + ||3*β|| 2 ) for all Ω with t(Ω) = HΩ = 0 imply Ω = 0 since \\a>\\ k can be estimate by \φ\ k . Furthermore, for a sufficiently small φ the solution of (2.6) is unique because Hω = 
, if and only if θ e d>%M, T).
From this point on we make the assumption that the Levi form of M o never has exactly one negative eigenvalue, i.e., at each point of M o there are either at least two negative eigenvalues or else they are all positive. The techniques of local integration by parts developed in [6] ahd [8] can be applied without any substantial changes to the frame ζΓ, •••, ζ% and the metric g ω . One can then obtain a uniform Kohn-Morrey basic estimate, i.e., there exists a constant C o > 0 such that for all ω in a neighborhood of zero in the jfc-norm topology and all θ e Cϊ\M, T')
where | | is the L 2 -norm on M o and 11 11 is the L 2 -norm on M. Since the metrics g and g ω are equivalent the above norms can be taken with respect to either of them.
As before, we let 3tf*£ = {θeCy (M, T') Hence
Observe that the linear map a(ξ) Assume that the assertion is false. Then one can find a sequence ...,f., ••• in σ-\M,T) such that \\d m) N mξ) ψ m \\ s = 1 and I.->0. We may assume that {||ψv|| 8+1 } is a bounded sequence because otherwise we may replace ψ m by ψj\\ψ m \\ 8+ί .
Then there exists a subsequence, again denoted by ψ lf , ψ m , , which converges in Cl' 1 , the completion of C°'XM, T r ) in the || || s -norm. Let ψ 6 Cs' 1 be the limit of {ψ m }. Then ψ is also in the domain of the operator 9 Λ(f) and d m) ψ = 0. Since the theory of the d-Neumann problem implies the existence of the operator N B{ξ) on the space of L 2 -integrable forms, (2.8) holds on C S M , too. The equation ΠjκfΛ«)f=f is satisfied not only in the distributional sense but also in the classical sense because s 0 is sufficiently large. Moreover, v(N B{ξ) 
By the integrability of R(ζ) we have
Then by applying Stokes' theorem twice and using the boundary conditions we obtain 0 = (d B{ξ) 3* A class of boundary value problems* The nonlinear problem considered in the previous section has an obvious generalization. Let <y£u = / be an elliptic noncoercive system of the type investigated in [7] of order 2m subject to the boundary conditions u 6 B. Let ^'£ + 3tΓ be a 2mth order nonlinear perturbation of ^C Then one would like to solve the system (^C + SΓ)u = f with u in B. The theorem in § 1 shows that this can be done for small / if, for each v in a neighborhood of zero, £fu = {^£ + 3ίΓ\v))u = g has a solution u in B.
As in the example of § 2 it may happen that £f satisfies all of the requirements imposed in [7] except the condition of essential self-adjointness, i.e., £? -£f * is of order at most 2m -1. We now proceed to show that even if the order of £? -jίf* turns out to be 2m one can still obtain existence and regularity by applying the Kohn-Nirenberg methods. In particular, this will give us existence and regularity for \Z\n -29* [α>, u\ = g -Hg with t(u) 
For the purposes of this section it is enough to consider M as an open submanifold of an n + 1-dimensional C°° manifold M' with compact closure M and a smooth boundary bM. Let T be a vector bundle over M f of fiber dimension p. We denote by C°°(M, 3O the space of smooth sections of ψl With respect to a Hermitian inner product < , > along the fibers of Y* and a Riemannian metric on M' the IΛinner product on C°°(M, SO is given by (u, v) -\ (u, v) dM . Let BcC^M, SO be a subspace of certain homogeneous boundary conditions. More specifically, we require that Set 2Q 0 (u, v) = Q{u, v) + Q(v, u) and ZV^Q'iu, v) = Q(u, v) -Q(v, u) . The following conditions will be imposed on Q:
(3.5) If Q f contains terms of the form (Lu, Kv) where both L and K involve covariant derivatives of order m, then for some constant C > 0 HZ^II 2 ^ CQ 0 (u, u) , and \\Ku\\ 2 ^ CQ 0 (u, u) for all ueB. (3.6) \Q'(u, v)\ ^ C(Q 0 (u, u)Q 0 (v, vψ 2 , u,veB. (3.7) (u, u) 1/2 is compact with respect to || || m _ 1 on 5, the completion of B with respect to Q 0 (u, u) 1/2 . It is shown in [7] that (3.8) The Lax-Milgram representation theorem immediately implies thot if (3.4) and (3.6) are satisfied, then for any feL 2 (M,T) (the space of sections integrable with respect to || ||) there exists a unique ueB such that Q(u, v) = (/, v) for all veB.
We point out that in order to prove regularity [7] makes use of a condition which is slightly weaker than (3.5) , namely, Q' contains no products of mthorder derivatives. In particular, if J?fu = f is already a solvable noncoercive boundary value problem, then one can perturb £f by an operator whose order equals the order of Sf and still get a solvable problem with the same boundary conditions as long as the highest order derivatives can be controlled in the manner specified by (3.5) . We will adopt the following convention: V^u) < V 2 (u) means that there exists a constant C > 0 such that for all u V^n) <; CV 2 (u) . In the sequel the constants in inequalities involving < will depend on n, various integers s, r, etc., and some fixed functions with compact support.
A priori estimates and regularity
For a nonnegative integer s we let \u\ C s denote the supremum of u and its derivatives up to order s. (3.11) .
Let ζ e CjΓ(/2ϋ.
+1
) and let A, be the tangential self-adjoint operator ζDjζ, IS 3 ^n.
Let We can now proceed as in the derivation of (3.17) and obtain
(ii) v = s, σ <; s -2:
Since 2^μ + l^s + l, σ + 1 ^ s ~ 1, μ + s + σ = 2s, the first term is estimated by (3.17) and the second by (3.18 (3.17) , (3.18) , (3.19), and (3.20) , the desired inequality (3.15) is obtained by combining these inequalities and taking a sufficiently small ε > 0.
Let {U a } be a finite cover of M by coordinate neighborhoods. Let V a be an open subset of U a with V a aU a such that V«s still cover M. Let A j>a = ζ α Z> 3 ζ α , 1 ^ j ^ n, be defined with respect to the local coordinates on U a where ζ a = 1 on V^ΠM and outside C7 α nM. Then for all u e C°°(M, T) we have !IM|| r <Σβ^Σi, α ||^ , α u|| < Since Qoί^ ' M ') 1/2 is compact with respect to \\ \\ m^ on B for any ε > 0 there is a constant C ε > 0 such that for all ί^efi (3.22) \\uWl^ £ sQ 0 (u, u) + C ε \\u\\l_ 2 .
Set^|

|| r = Σ Σ \
where {p a } is a partition of unity with respect to {V a }. Then (3.4), (3.14) , and (3.21) imply 3.23) for all ueB, reZ + , ε > 0. We are now in a position to obtain regularity of solutions up to the boundary. Proof. By the elliptic regularization method devised in [7] it is enough to prove the a priori estimate (3.23) under the assumption that a smooth solution ueB already exists.
Since Q (u, v) = (f, v) We now turn to the equation Sf u = /on a coordinate neighborhood V a . Because of (3.7) the matrix of coefficients of Dl^u is positive definite. We can write By (3.11) we have s, (3.28) The above inequality will not change if we extend our summation over β to r. Then it follows from (3.9) and This can easily be established by extending n outside V a to be with compact support and then using Fourier transform (see [7] ).
Combining (3.28) [7] (cf. Theorem 4, p. 458) also holds. REMARK 3.6 . The careful analysis of the dependence of (3.23) on the coefficients of £f is needed in order to obtain condition (1.6) in cases of application of the implicit function theorem of § 1 to solving nonlinear systems of partial differential equations. Observe that by the Sobolev inequalities \a\ C r+m < ||α|| Wl+r+m , % > (l/2)n + 1, and the dependence of C r on |α| σ »+i in (3.23 ) is consistent with the fact that by the methods of § 1 one solves such a nonlinear problem in a neighborhood of zero in some Sobolev norm. (2[ω, u] , dv), then Q 0 (u, u) 
